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FIG.2. Plot of the squared transverse optic mode 
frequency vs. pressure for different temperatures. 
Quantities are expressed in the reduced units of 
Fig. 1. The arrows indicate the pressure R 
above which the static dielectric constant deviates 
from a linear dependence. 

(l1:V/ K8 T) < 1. It is clear that as the pressure is' 
increased the density of these modes decreases 
and, hence, T, increases. Figure 2 illustrates 
the behavior of wT02(r) vs. pressure for fixed 
temperature. For pressures less than 0.006(",8 

kbar) it is clear that the dependence of wT~(r) 
on pressure is essentially linear at all tempera
tU'res, in agreement with the experimental measure
ments of Abel. However, we note that at high 
enough pressure.s deviations from a linear pres
sure dependence appear for pressures in excess 
of ~ , with ~ increasing with temperature. This 
dependence of wT~cr"') on pressure at fixed tem
perature is what one would expect on physical 
grounds. If we fix the temperature, then an in
crease in pressure will induce a corresponding 
increase in wT~(r) arising from the decrease in 
atomic volume. For small enough pressures, 
this change will be linear in the pressure, with 
deviations from linearity occurring at high 
pressure. 

In summary, we emphasize that although our 
calculations were carried out on a model crystal 

. of the NaCI structure for simplicity, the qualita
tive features of the results are essentially model 
independent and mirror similar behavior in the 
perovskite KTa03 . 
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Hcnonb30eae caMocornaco8aHHy~ MBT OA~Ky n B pBHopM~p08K~ 

np~ o6pa6oTKB cnBKTpa ~aCTOT MOABnbHoro napa3nBKTp~Ka , M~ 

80cnpO~380A~M Cy~BCT8BHHdB xapaKTBpHCT~HH 3a8HC~MOCTH 

CTaT~~BCKoro AH3 ne HTpH~BCHoro HOHCTaHTa 3apO~Aa~~erOCA 

~epp03nBHTpHHa KTa0
3 

OT AaenBHHA . 

Utilisant une procedure de renormalisation auto-consistante pour Ie 
traitement du spectre de frequence d 'un parae lectrique modele, les 
caracteristiques essentielles de la fonction de pression de la 
constante dielecttique statique de KTa03 ferroelectrique naissant 
sont reproduits. 


